
  

 

  

Evolution
Evolution = 
●All of the changes that have formed life 
on Earth from its earliest beginnings to 
the diversity that characterizes it today

●An ongoing process which is still 
occurring

●The unifying principle in Biology

  

Evolution F.A.Q.
● Does evolution conflict with religion?

● There are many scientists who have religious 
beliefs. One does not necessarily prevent the 
other.

● Many religions including the Catholic Church 
and people of faith accept the theory of 
evolution and the compatibility of science and 
faith

● The theory of evolution says nothing about God 
because belief in God is not a scientific, 
testable thing, it is a matter of faith

● Catholic Church and evolution (wikipedia)

  

Evolution F.A.Q.
● Is evolution 'fact'? Isn't evolution 'just a 

theory'?
● Scientific theory = supported by massive 

quantities of evidence, generally considered 
true

● Scientific theories have been confirmed 
repeatedly and are based on evidence but 
may be altered as new evidence arises

● In science, the only thing we know with 
absolute certainty is that we don't know 
anything with absolute certainty

● Is Evolution generally considered true?
● As true as any other scientific theory or fact

  

Evolution F.A.Q.
● “If humans came from monkeys, why are 

there still monkeys?”
● Humans didn't 'come from monkeys', apes 

and humans share a common ancestor

This picture is misleading, monkeys and apes did 
not transform into humans

  

Evolution F.A.Q.

● Why is there so much controversy?
● Misconceptions and misunderstandings 

about evolution
● Misunderstandings about conflicts 

between science and faith

  

Misconceptions About Evolution
●Evolution encourages the strong to 
destroy the weak

● Not really, it merely favors whatever 
individuals possess traits which allow 
them to reproduce more successfully

● ex. cuttlefish
● Cuttlefish wimps



  

 

  

Misconceptions About Evolution
● Scientists disagree on whether evolution is 

true
● Evolution wouldn't be a scientific theory if 

this was true
● Scientists do debate specific things, like 

how closely two species are related, or 
when did a species evolve

● Accepting evolution means you can't/don't 
believe in God

● As noted before there isn't really a conflict 
between evolution and religion

  

Evolution F.A.Q.
● More misconceptions:

● Evolution is linear, organisms strive to 
become something

● Organisms transform into new organisms
● “if humans came from monkeys why are 

there still monkeys?”
● Homer's Evolution (The Simpsons)

  

Theories of Evolution
● Lamarck's Theory (1800)
● Organisms share common ancestors
● Organisms move 'up a ladder' from simple 

to complex
● Organisms adapt to the environment by 

changing or using an organ/body part 
more/less

  

Lamarck's Theory
● Acquired traits are passed on to offspring

● ex. moles went blind cause they didn't use their 
eyes, duck feet gained webbing b/c they 
used their feet for swimming, giraffes got long 
necks by stretching, etc.

  

Lamarck's Theory

● Organisms do have common ancestors
● They are influenced by the environment
● Acquired traits are not passed on
● Organisms do not necessarily move from 

simple to complex, as if toward a goal

  

Lamarck's Theory
● If you: 

● work out a lot and get big muscles
● dye your hair green
● train and become an excellent swimmer
● lose an arm or leg

● Do these characteristics get passed on to 
your children?

● no. no they do not.



  

 

  

Modern Theory

● Charles Darwin and Alfred Wallace
● Both proposed the idea of natural 

selection independently of each other at 
around the same time

● Influenced by the ideas of Charles Lyell, a 
geologist

● And by the ideas of Thomas Malthus

  

Charles Lyell's Principles of 
Geology

● Uniformitarianism = geological structure of 
Earth resulted from cycles/observable 
processes and that these same processes 
operate continuously over time

● ex. silt deposited by rivers happens in the 
same way now and a long time ago

● Emphasized the age of Earth and that 
geological changes must take a very long 
time – millions of years

  

Thomas Malthus
● Studied human populations
● Population size is limited by limited 

resources
● Populations increase in size when 

resources increase
● Populations decrease in size when 

resources decrease
● There is competition for resources – 

individuals differ in their consumption – i.e. 
some live in poverty while some are rich

  

● He visited tropical rainforests and other new habitats where 
he saw many plants and animals he had never seen before. 
This impressed him with the great diversity of life.

● He experienced an earthquake that lifted the ocean floor 2.7 
meters (9 feet) above sea level. He also found rocks 
containing fossil sea shells in mountains high above sea level. 
These observations suggested that continents and oceans 
had changed dramatically over time and continue to change in 
dramatic ways.

● He visited rock ledges that had clearly once been beaches 
that had gradually built up over time. This suggested that 
slow, steady processes also change Earth’s surface.

● He dug up fossils of gigantic extinct mammals, such as the 
ground sloth. This was hard evidence that organisms looked 
very different in the past. It suggested that living things—like 
Earth’s surface—change over time.

Darwin's Observations



  

 

  

The Giant Ground Sloth

  

Darwin's Observations
●Finches on 
the 
Galápagos 
Islands 
resembled a 
mainland 
finch but there 
were more 
types
●species 
varied by 
nesting site, 
beak size, 
and eating 
habits

  

  

Darwin's Ideas
● Descent with modification – 

newer forms of life are actually 
modified descendants of older 
species

● all species are descended from 
a common ancestor

● Similar species share a more 
recent common ancestor than 
dissimilar species

  

Modification by Natural Selection
● Populations have potential to grow indefinitely
● They do not
● The environment limits population growth
● The environment affects some individuals more 

than others because not all individuals are identical
● Some individuals are better able to survive due to 

'favorable traits'
● These individuals are better able to reproduce
● Their 'favorable traits' are passed on to their 

offspring
● Other individuals with 'unfavorable traits' don't 

reproduce as much 



  

 

  

Natural Selection continued
● Next generation consists of more individuals with 

'favorable traits' than individuals with 'unfavorable 
traits'

● A population adapts to the environment when the 
amount of favorable traits in the population 
increases

● Traits are controlled by genes
● Change in genes of a population over time = 

evolution
● Darwin never used the word 'evolution' he only 

called it 'descent with modification'
● Darwin called this whole process by which species 

evolve modification by natural selection

  

Natural Selection
● Natural Selection = 

organisms best suited to 
their environment 
reproduce more 
successfully than other 
organisms

● So that, over generations 
the proportion of 
organisms with favorable 
traits increases in the 
population Darwin's 'Tree of Life' 

Sketch

  

  

'Survival of the Fittest'
● The fittest (most fit) individual is the one 

with the most offspring
● Fitness – an individuals genetic 

contribution to the next generation
● An individual with high fitness is one with 

'favorable traits' that allow one to survive 
better and reproduce more than other 
individuals

● Favorable traits give organisms an 
adaptive advantage

  

There are three preconditions for 
natural selection.

1. variation  - the members of a population 
have variable traits

2. inheritability  – the variable traits are 
inheritable – are controlled by genes & can 
be passed on to offspring

3. differential success  - some individuals 
have adaptive characteristics that enable 
them to survive and reproduce better

  

There are two consequences of 
natural selection.

1. An increasing proportion of individuals in 
each generation will have the adaptive 
characteristics.

2. A population is relatively adapted to its 
local environment (but not perfectly)



  

 

  

how giraffes came to have such 
long necks

● In the past, giraffes had short necks. But there was 
chance variation  in neck length. Some giraffes had 
necks a little longer than the average.

● Giraffes fed on tree leaves. Perhaps the environment 
changed, and leaves became scarcer. There would be 
more giraffes than the trees could support. Thus, there 
would be a “struggle for existence .”

● Giraffes with longer necks had an advantage . They 
could reach leaves other giraffes could not. Therefore, 
the long-necked giraffes were more likely to survive and 
reproduce. They had greater fitness .

● These giraffes passed  the long-neck trait to their 
offspring . Each generation, the population contained 
more long-necked giraffes. Eventually, all  giraffes had 
long necks.

  

  

Fighting Giraffes

  

Natural Selection in Action

● peppered moth simulation
● natural selection simulation

  

Other Mechanisms of Evolution
● Mutation – occur constantly but at a slow 

rate
● Most are harmful or have no effect
● But mutation may produce a new allele for a 

trait that is beneficial
● Migration – movement of individuals into 

(immigration) or out of (emigration) a 
population

● Individuals bring new genes into their new 
population/take genes out of old population



  

 

  

● Bottleneck effect – a population's size is 
significantly reduced

● Usually by some catastrophe
● population is thus reduced to whatever individuals 

remain and now consists only of their traits and 
genes

Old pop.

New pop.

bottleneck

  

The Origin of Species

● The development of new species is the 
focal point of evolution

● Speciation = the formation of a new 
species

● Results in many related populations of 
organisms 

  

What is a species?

● Species = a population of organisms that 
can successfully interbreed but cannot 
breed with other groups

● Successfully interbreed = reproduce fertile 
offspring

● This is called the biological species 
concept

  

● Speciation requires isolation
2 types of isolation:

● Geographic isolation = physical separation 
of members of a population

● ex. by a river, mountain, canyon
● portions of the original population are now in 

different environments
● different traits may be favorable in those two 

environments
● Two populations may become so different 

that they become different species

  

● Reproductive isolation = barriers to 
successful breeding between population 
groups in the same area

● By definition if two organisms cannot 
successfully interbreed they are not of the 
same species

2 types:

● Prezygotic = before fertilization
● Different mating behaviors, times

● Postzygotic = after fertilization
● Offspring dies or is infertile

  

Types of Selection
● Sexual selection – 

preferential choice of 
mate based on 
certain traits

● ex. female peacocks 
choose males with the 
most attractive plumage

● Reproductive 
success is more 
important than 
survival

●ex. male redback spiders 
jump directly into jaws of 
females



  

 

  

  

Types of Selection
● Stabilizing selection 

– natural selection 
for the average form 
of a trait

● Individuals with 
average form of a 
trait have highest 
fitness

● Over time, there will 
be more individuals 
with the average 
form of a trait

  

Types of Selection
● Directional selection 

– natural selection 
for one extreme 
form of a trait

● Individuals with 
extreme form have 
higher fitness

● Over time, there will 
be more individuals 
with extreme form of 
trait

  

Types of Selection
● Disruptive selection – 

natural selection for 
both extremes / 
against the average 
form of a trait

● Individuals with either 
extreme have higher 
fitness than average 
individuals

● Over time, there will 
be more individuals 
with either extreme 
and fewer with the 
average form

  

Artificial Selection



  

 

  

● Coevolution – 2 or more species in close 
association evolve together

● ex. predator and prey, parasite and host, 
plants and pollinators

  

Evidence of Evolution
● Evidence from 5 fields/areas

● 1. direct observation
● 2. anatomy
● 3. paleontology
● 4. biogeography
● 5. molecular biology

  



  

 

  

The Fossil Record
● Paleontology = the study of prehistoric life
● Fossils found in the Earth show a long 

history of life on Earth
● The fossil record shows:

● life forms that lived and died
● constant change over geological time
● Diversity
● Transitional forms of life
● Mass extinctions

  

Radioactive Dating
● Age of earth and fossils is found using 

radioactive dating
● Radioactive isotopes decay (release 

particles) at a certain rate over time
● Age of material can be determined by 

measuring the amount of a particular 
radioactive isotope it contains

● Compared to amount of some other 
substance that isn't radioactive

● Radiological evidence tells us absolute 
age

  

● Not all organisms are 
fossilized – usually must 
have hard parts 
(bone/shells)

● Or sometimes certain 
special conditions (ex. 
trapped in sap/amber)

Even though record is incomplete, it still provides 
enough evidence to show us that modern species 
have evolved from ancient forms

  

Transitional Forms
eustheopteron

Fish or 
amphibian?

Seymouria

Amphibian or 
reptile?

  

Archaeopteryx dinosaur or bird?



  

 

  

Therapsid reptile or mammal?

Platypus  mammal or ??

  

Extinction

●Dinosaurs went extinct 
about 65 million years 
ago
●Mass extinctions in the 
fossil record mark the 
end of an era
●Over 99% of all species 
that have lived on Earth 
are now extinct

  

  

● Forces of evolution 
(natural selection etc.) 
gave rise to Marsupials 
(pouched mammals) 
found almost 
exclusively in Australia

● And placental mammals 
found elsewhere

  

Direct Observation of Evolution
● In organisms with short life spans
● In artificially selected crops and 

domesticated organisms
● Indirectly in response to human activities 

which alter the environment
● ex. populations bacteria adapt to antibiotics 

and other medicines
● Insect populations adapt to insecticide use
● other organisms are subjected to natural 

selection thanks to human action - ex. 
Peppered moths



  

 

  

Refuges provide 
safe havens for 
nonresistant 
beetles and 
help keep the 
population in 
balance

This helps 
humans too 
cause 
developing new 
pesticides is 
expensive

  

Many infections are not caused by bacteria but antibiotics 
are prescribed anyway, increasing the problem of 
antibiotic resistance

  

Anatomical Evidence
● Similarities in anatomy provide evidence of 

evolution
● Homologous structures – similar features 

that originated in a shared ancestor

  

● Not all similarities are 
homologies

● Analogous structures 
– similar features with 
similar functions but 
anatomically very 
different, not inherited 
from a common 
ancestor

● ex. wings of insects, 
bats and birds



  

 

  

● Some homologies between organisms are 
vestigial structures – features that were 
useful to an ancestor but are not useful to 
modern descendant

● ex. leg bones in whales and snakes, 4 
chambered stomachs in whales

whale

snake

Leg bones

  

● Many homologies are found during 
embryological development

● ex. gill slits, tails

  

Molecular Evidence
● Molecular homologies provide evidence of 

shared ancestry
● All organisms made of same chemical 

elements and molecules and many utilize 
the same chemical pathways 
(photosynthesis/DNA replication/etc.)

Protein structure

DNA

  

● Similarities in amino acids and DNA show 
how related species are

● The more similar 2 species' DNA and 
proteins are, the more recently they share a 
common ancestor


